The Truth Right in the Rig Veda of How to Win
"Usually it was the mantras and rituals of the Brahmin priests that were the
decisive factor in the battles. The priests often struggled with the prayers or
curses of the priests of the enemy, as war was largely a magical affair. The Vedic
warriors were often in the minority and overcame great odds, largely through the
grace of the Gods. Often the great Brahmin priests stood with their kings as
warriors without arms, using only their spiritual or mantric powers."
(Frawley, Page 89)
Many of the fantastical weapons used in the ancient Vedic texts are simply
allegories for different mantric formulas. The ancient Vedic warrior’s armor is also
metaphoric for using mantras to create spiritual psychic armor which is a
metaphor for strengthening the energy field around the body. The histories of the
Rig Veda are both symbolic and literal. The great battle of the Ten Kings in
which, outnumbered by ten kingdoms, the King Sudas won the war....because he
had two Rishis with him. The Rishi is a title of a fully ascended being. They won
the war by their spiritual-psychic abilities. They didn't carry weapons because it
was beneath them in power.
The message in the most ancient text, the Rig Veda, is that spiritual power is the
true power and its spiritual power that decides the fate of great struggles and
conflicts. The armies that didn't have the spiritual power behind them lost the war
of the Ten Kings. Despite having the material advantage.
As HP Hooded Cobra's excellent documentary showed, the Jews know this. The
Rabbi in his documentary on the Jewtrix was openly stating that the Jews win
because of the Torah. They have the spiritual occult power backing them. The
Goyim don't.
The ancient structure of society was that the Rishis-Brahmanas ruled. The King
took orders from the spiritual class. The Jews still have this structure, and their
rabbis at the top level, the Kabbalistic ones, the Sadoks, give orders to the
political class: oligarch Jews and down the line. Two Israeli Prime Ministers
openly opposed the order of the Sadoks, and then they were openly cursed by
the rabbis. That was Sharon and Rabin. They both paid with their lives.
The reason Gentiles have been losing is because we lost our spiritual class. The
point of the Brahmin is the symbol of the Brahmin thread. This is the red, white
and black three threads together to show the risen serpent. The Hindu Brahmins
are no longer a Brahmin class and have not been for a long time.

Spiritual Satanism is all about changing this. We are the new spiritual class of the
Gentile races of mankind. And we have the power to crush the enemy with
spiritual knowledge. Our rituals, our Reverse Torah Rituals daily are what is
bringing them down.
This proves the Rig Veda, the oldest known text on Earth, to be true. It is spiritual
rituals that win struggles, and those with spiritual power win.
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